
THE H.E.A.R.T. OF SUCCESS
5 Steps to the Success You Dream 

The H.E.A.R.T. of Success is a comprehensive professional/inspirational program that deals with 
defining and understanding the concept of success. The information contained in this program is 
interesting, entertaining, and easily applied for the benefit of a variety of personal an professional 
environments. This program was developed to equip professionals with both, an understanding of 
what destroys happiness and success in our lives, as well as, practical and empirically validated 
information and techniques that can be immediately applied and implemented at home and in 
work settings to counteract the severe and damaging effects of this killer of success. 

Objectives

The H.E.A.R.T. of Success uses the acronym H.E.A.R.T. to teach five success imperatives that 
help individuals attain the success they desire.  The five topic areas included are:

H:  Hang on to Hope: What do You Believe In?
E:  Edify, Encourage, and Enhance the Lives of Others
A:  Appreciate Everything: Including your Challenges
R:  Reach for the Stars: Risk the Dreams in Your Heart
T:  Take Action: Be the Miracle you Need in Your Life

The main objective of this program is to inspire, encourage and enlighten those in attendance. 

Endorsement for Dawn Billings from Jim Stovall, Co-Founder/ President of the Narrative Television Network
“In the past few years I have had the privilege of sharing the platform with some of the greatest 
individuals of the 20th century. Rarely have I met anyone that has a message as timely and 
powerful as that of Dawn Billings. Dawn has an insight that is unique and a delivery that makes 
people want to change.  I am very proud to count her among my friends.”
                                                                      

www.DawnBillings.com        ChoosetobeGreat@aol.com          918-605-1492

In 2008 Dawn was selected as one of the nation’s 80 emerging women leaders, 
by Oprah Magazine and The White House Project, as well as, chosen as one 
of 15 “Women of Achievement” by the Cobb County, Georgia, YWCA for her 
socially dynamic programs and life long dedication to the benefit of women 
and children. Dawn was honored as Woman of the Year in 2011 Women 
Entrepreneur Business Award of Excellence for her role as a leader, inventor 
& entrepreneur and harvester of hope.
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